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To approve the following course title changes:

ENG 620 from "Contemporary Drama" to "Twentieth Century Drama"

ENG 624 from "Contemporary British Novel" to "Twentieth Century British Novel"

ENG 625 from "Contemporary American Novel" to "Twentieth Century American Novel"

To approve an increase in hours for the following course:

ENG 630 from 3 hours to 4 hours to conform to increases in course requirements

RATIONALE: Title changes more clearly represent course content. Hours increase for ENG 630 is needed because course requirements have been increased significantly to conform to the four hour model advocated by Harrison Meserole and James Harner, the two foremost literary bibliographers in America.

FACULTY SENATE PRESIDENT:

APPROVED BY SENATE: Kathryn Ashley DATE: 1/31/91

DISAPPROVED BY SENATE: ___________________________ DATE: __________

UNIVERSITY PRESIDENT:

APPROVED: ___________________________ DATE: 2/12/91

DISAPPROVED: ___________________________ DATE: __________